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Foreign Notes Gain Popularity:
Here Are Some of My Favorites with U.S. connection

By Joel ShaferA s Managing Director of the World Bank Note Division for Lyn
Knight Currency Auctions, I have the wonderful opportunity to
work with great pieces from around the globe. Our initial sale of
world bank notes took place on February 28, 2002, in Chicago. This

year we celebrated our first anniversary, so I thought it would be interesting to
write about some of my favorites that we have sold.

To narrow things down, I went through each auction and selected at least
one note. This was a difficult process because there are many in each sale that I
particularly like. While it is always exciting to sell high-priced material, some
favorites do not fall in that category. My job is to sell these items; yet, I have
collector passion for many of these beauties.

First, we believe that we are making inroads into encouraging collectors
and dealers who previously thought exclu-
sively about United States bank notes to
foray into the world market. Special issues
like this one where Paper Money devotes an
entire issue exclusively to worldwide material
indicate the growing popularity of these
notes. While many still view these areas as
completely discrete, more connections
between some United States and world
pieces exist than may initially be evident.
However, in numerous discussions with
United States collectors and dealers, I have
found that even those who steadfastly remain
solely tied to United States material respect
the world market and understand the poten-
tial of this material. This is good news for everyone involved.

All of the items I have selected have some connection to America, which
is interesting to discern if you examine them close enough. The first note is a
Swedish private bank note. Swedish private bank notes have long been under-
estimated for scarcity and potential. In fact, a few years ago, when asked which
European country had the most underrated paper money, the late, well-known
numismatist Holger Rosenberg had Sweden at the top of his list. Few Swedish
private bank notes were produced; all are quite scarce to rare and also feature a
variety of intriguing vignettes. They were generally well made, often by
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Company or by local security printers.

The Swedish note relevant to our discussion is an 1879 10 Kronor
(#S149) from the Christinehamns Enskilda Bank (Lot #1049 in Chicago's
CPMX 2002 sale). In taking a close look at this piece, the black eagle on the
face is amazingly like the "jackass vignette" eagle used on United States curren-
cy! In short, turn the eagle upside down; the vignette looks remarkably like a
jackass. This piece has provided the biggest surprise to date -- I believe that
VERY few people in the world were aware of this strong connection between
Swedish private bank notes and United States paper money! This note realized
$311 at auction.

Top: This Swedish private bank note
features the black eagle. Above: The
same note upside down; the famous
"jackass vignette" of the 10 Kronor has
an amazing connection to United
States paper money!
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My Memphis auction pick(s) are the three Philippines pieces above --
essays on card (Lots #1034, #1035 and #1036). All were 2 and Dollars" from
the American Bank Note Company; none are listed in the Standard Catalog.
Josefa Ortiz de Dominguez, a heroine of the Mexican Revolution, is depicted
on one proof. The other two are somewhat similar. Each portrays a young
woman in national costume (the same vignette used on Polish pieces of World
War II). Often when I see color trials, I wish that they were the ones issued and
used in circulation. In this case, I am glad that these designs were rejected;
there are not many clear connections to the Philippines with these vignettes.

Ties between the United States and the Philippines have been well docu-
mented throughout the years. This has been a mutually beneficial relationship
as far as the respective bank notes are concerned. I believe it is more than a
coincidence that the Philippine market is quite active right now: the strength of
United States paper money has had a powerful impact on the popularity of
Philippine bank notes. These pieces brought a healthy $3680; $3220; and
$3680, respectively, at auction.

A note that stands out in the Saint Louis sale was only in Good condition.
As an aside, some collectors will only pursue Uncirculated notes. While these

Top: The first Philippines essay sold
depicts an individual commonly
found on Mexican paper money --
Josefa Ortiz de Dominguez.

Center: The second Philippines essay
portrays a woman found on an unis-
sued series from Poland.

Bottom: The third Philippines essay
is somewhat similar to the second
piece.
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collectors certainly have the right to wait for choice examples, many notes in
lower grades are missed opportunities. One collector with whom I discussed
this matter readily acknowledged the above statement, but remained resolute
in his beliefs. Many outstanding pieces, particularly issued private bank notes,
will never be obtained in anything near Uncirculated. For those who are con-
cerned about the upward financial potential of collecting rare lower grade
pieces, many such notes that come in low grade simply do not appear again!
Now THAT is what I call an opportunity.

Back to the Saint Louis sale bank note. It was Lot #874, a Paraguay 1886
100 Pesos (#S151a) from Banco Nacional del Paraguay. The American con-
nection with this piece is the printer: American Bank Note Company. As an
issued note, the newly revised Standard Catalog, Volume I is the first such
work to include this piece in this form. The 100 Pesos had an impressive pedi-
gree. It was part of the famed Dr. Walter Loeb collection. Dr. Walter Loeb
was one of the true pioneers for world bank notes. The piece brought $282 at
auction.

This Paraguay 100 Pesos is in low
grade, but is extremely rare.

At our second Chicago sale, the Guatemala (#S167) 1 Peso ND (1874) This Guatemala 1 Peso bears resem-
Banco Nacional de Guatemala (Lot #556) was an outstanding item in superb blance to obsolete bank notes from the

grade for the type. As stated in the auction catalog, this item has the appear- 	 United States of that era.

ance of a United States obsolete bank note; it was made by Columbian Bank
Note Company, Washington, D.C. To offer this note in an original Very Fine
was wonderful. It realized $1,035 at auction.

These are just a few terrific pieces that I have had the privilege to work
with and sell. There are many treasures in each auction, and the search for
"gold" can and should be a fun experience. Try it. You'll enjoy foreign notes,
perhaps even more so if you find an American connection!
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